Introduction
There are various reasons that may justify coming back to a problem that has been abundantly dealt with in the literature since so many years but which has not received, up to now, a satisfactory solution, due to the legal and political questions it raises: the insertion of the euro area in the global financial scene.
new elements and perspectives both external and internal to the union seem to justify dedicating reflections to the subject of which some aspects have, since decades, attracted the attention of authors rather than of political deciders.2 Among these new factors, one can mention: First, the impact of the financial and debt crisis and of the change of configuration of the global system3 on the international financial architecture, with the creation of the G204 summits meetings, the crucial role in the coordination of financial regulation assigned to the Financial stability Board (FsB; formerly, Financial stability Forum, FsF)5 and the development of the standard setting Bodies (ssBs), like the Basel committees, among others, the most famous Basel committee on Banking supervision (BcBs);
Second, the role of the international Monetary Fund (iMF)6 in financing the rescue mechanisms established from 2010 within the eu and as a member of the troika, with the european commission and the european central Bank (ecB), which controls the implementation of the adjustment programmes agreed with 4 The G20 was created in 1999, after the Asian crisis, by the G7 (usA, uK, Germany, France, italy, canada, Japan; it meets as a G7 at level of Finance Ministers and at the G8 with the participation of russia at the level of leaders) at the level of Finance Ministers and central Bank Governors in order to provide for a better legitimacy than the too "westernised" G7, taking into account the evolution of the world economy. The G20 includes the members of the G8 plus a number of emerging countries (Australia, saudi Arabia, india, south Africa, Turkey, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, china, indonesia, south Korea) and the eu. spain has got the status of a guest to the meetings as well as a number of international institutions and bodies. The G20 members "represent around 90% of global Gdp, 80% of global trade and roughly 2/3 of the world's population". 
